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Product Overview 
Wanngi is a mobile web app that provides 

individuals with the ability to manage and take 

control of their health information. By allowing 

members to create their own personal health 

record, track symptoms and injuries, and 

manage meaningful fitness goals through 

wearables, Wanngi empowers consumers to live 

a healthier and more informed life. 

With Wanngi, people are connected to all of 

their personal health information, and can 

effectively communicate it to their coach, 

doctor or trainer. 

Wanngi’s unique integration of services will reduce risk, improve general health, and ultimately 

save lives. 
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Core Features 
Personal Health Record 

Wanngi members are able to create their own personal health record.  Wanngi will enable people 

to record their visits to Health Practitioners, and keep track of medications, allergies, 

immunizations and tests. 

Symptom and Injury Management 

Using Wanngi’s Personal Health Service, members are able to track symptoms and injuries, note 

the nature of symptoms (severity, duration, time and date, context) and visually represent this on 

a timeline. This enables them to easily relay detailed information about their symptoms and 

injuries to their doctor, trainer or coach. 

View Fitness Data  

Wanngi seamlessly integrates with Fitbit, Garmin, Strava and Google Fit, allowing members to 

view and track their fitness data within one app. This data is viewable both as a list and visually. 

Goal Setting 

Once they connect to a fitness device, members can create their very own fitness goals directly 

inside Wanngi, and track their progress. Daily and weekly goals are available. 

Services 
 Wanngi currently offers five services. 

● Personal Health (Symptom & Injury Management) - a personal health record to record 

visits to health practitioners, and keep track of medications, allergies, immunizations 

and tests. Includes the ability to view, manage and track symptoms and injuries 

● Fitbit Integration - connect and view your Fitbit data inside Wanngi 

● Strava Integration - connect and view your Strava data inside Wanngi 

● Google Fit Integration  - connect and view your Google Fit data inside Wanngi 

● Garmin Integration  - connect and view your Garmin data inside Wanngi 

 


